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BOXSTER

PORSCHE–2005 [05]
(987) –2 Door Roadster 3.2 Litre, Flat-6i 24Valve MPFI
DOHC, 280BHP, 6 Speed Manual. Two Previous Owners with 85K miles. Finished in exquisite Seal Grey Metallic

with special black leather interior. An extremely high spec car where the reality truly lives up to expectation in
this stupendous six‐speed, rear‐drive manual. This deliciously curvaceous beauty with her 3.2 Litre, 24 valve,
multi‐point‐fuel‐injection power plant produces a cool 280‐BHP with an exhilarating 0‐60 mph in just 5.2
seconds and achieves an effortless top speed of 166 mph. She is fitted with numerous design enhancement
features all as detailed fully under Options & Features button below. This is a tasteful example of total
automotive excellence with a distinct image of exclusiveness that goes far beyond the imagination. Little
compares with this melodious flat six; especially when the sounds are located directly behind your hearing
senses. The throbbing soundtrack starts right down at city speeds and you don't have to rev it hard to achieve
that delicious virtuoso effect. Maximum torque is delivered from 4600rpm and the maximum power is achieved
at 6500rpm and it is there when your euphonious pleasures start reaching their peak. Among turn‐key day‐to‐
day cars, nothing comes close to supplying the sensational, seat‐off‐the pants rush effect that the Boxster‐S
does. The car comes alive on quiet country roads and makes driving and responding very much a two‐way
pleasurable experience; this car feels as if she is painted on the road ahead. It courses between bends without
being at all bothered by bumps and/or debris, whilst speaking volumes through its chassis and steering as well as
probably manically grinning driver. This is true fun at its best, pure and simple. She is brutal yet beautiful, lively
yet with an inimitable style with elegance. These are the qualities that make this car one of the most desirable
models that is uncompromisingly the true sporty implementation of the Porsche‐Boxster concept with its
instantly recognisable speed‐red brake four‐piston mono‐bloc callipers. The package is complemented with an
excellent premier BOSE surround sound HiFi system with wind Deflector Porsche Satellite Navigation System,
TRACKER System, Sports Chrono Package Plus, PASM‐Porsche Active Suspension Package, PCM‐Porsche
Communications Management Package, PSM‐Porsche Stability Management, 19" Designo Carrera‐S Alloys with
like new premium LP tyres, Xenon Lights, Chrome Headlight Washers, Porsche Climate Control, Sports Seats
etc, etc., creating an ambiance only to be found in the more exotic Carreras. For the driving experience of your
life make your heart beat fast each and every day.
Please ask for a presentation CD and a complete Specification Sheet on this car.

SPECIFICATION
PORSCHE

MAKE:
MODEL:
Registration NUMBER:
Date of First Registration:
COLOUR:
Number of Cylinders & TYPE:
Cylinder CAPACITY:
Horse POWER:

GN05 AZW
11th March 2005
Seal Grey Metallic
Flat 6i, 24 Valve, MPFI, DOHC.
3179 cc
280 BHP

Chassis/Frame NUMBER:

WP0ZZZ98Z5U721531

Engine NUMBER:

62502788

Fuel TYPE:
Oil TYPE:

PETROL [Shell V-Power ONLY]
OIL [Mobil 1 ONLY - Fully Synthetic]

BOXSTER–S, 3.2, ROADSTER, 6 Speed Manual, CONVERTIBLE [987]
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The “HiCalibreCars.Com” Equipment Guide is presented as an additional aid for our Clients. We endeavour to maintain accurate information, however cannot guarantee
the details as detailed above and request that you carefully check for yourself the accuracy of information as presented. HiCalibreCars.Com accepts no liability whatsoever
for any misrepresentation, omissions and/or any miss-entry and strongly recommends that each individual item is verified physically on the car therefore confirming
DISCLAIMER
the exact specification of this vehicle.

